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The magical creatures of the Harry Potter movies take center stage in this spellbinding wall
calendar. From mythical beasts to pets, these fantastic animals are going to thrill fans of the films.

About the AuthorFERENC MATE was born in Hungary, escaped at the age of eleven, and has
lived in Budapest, Vienna, Vancouver, Laguna Beach, New York, Paris and Rome. He is the
author of 15 books translated into 14 languages, including New York Times Notable Book A
Vineyard in Tuscany and the Dugger/Nello historical sea adventure fiction series. He lives with
his family tending their vines and olives in the hills of Tuscany.
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platform, “images from previous HP movies!. this is a 16 month calendar. the last four months of
2012 are combined onto one page. thereafter, each month in 2013 has its own page. format has
pictures from the movies of the actors for each calendar, with a large picture in the main part of
the page and a different smaller picture in one of the corners. it's great to look back at all of the
years from the older movies when the actors were younger.Sept 2012 to December 2012: large
picture of our beloved Hedwig. small:Harry from Sorcerer's Stone.Jan 2013: large: dobby;
small: Harry from Chamber of Secrets in the hospital wingFeb 2013: large: Aragog, the
acromantula; small: Ron/Harry from Chamber of SecretsMar 2013: large: Fluffy; small: Harry/
Ron/Hermione from Sorcerer's StoneApril 2013: large: basilisk; small: Harry from Chamber of
SecretsMay 2013: large: Buckbeak; small: Harry and Hermione from Prisoner of AzkabanJune
2013: large: Kreacher; small: Harry, Ron, Hermione from Deathly HallowsJuly 2013: large:
Prof Lupin in his animagus form (werewolf); small: Hermione, Ron & Harry from Prisoner of
AzkabanAugust 2013: large: Bane the centaur; small: Harry & Ron in Order of the PhoenixSept
2013: large: deatheater in a mask; small: Harry in Deathly Hallows part IOct 2013: large:
Voldemort; small: Dumbledore from Half Blood PrinceNov 2013: large: Griphook; small: Harry,
Ron, Hermione from Deathly Hallows part IIDec 2013: large: Gringott's dragon; small: Harry &
Hermione from Deathly Hallows part II”

dolores o'connell, “Harry Potter Calendars. We have collected all the Harry Potter Wall
Calendars. So happy that they continue to publish them even though the books and movies
have stopped. By the way, my husband and I are in our 70's and have read each of the Harry
Potter books and watched the movies many times.”

Tammie, “Very Nice. This is a very nice calendar, so nice in fact I had to order a second one
because my daughter took this one for her home. This calendar also has a widget that will come
up with digital picture and calendar for your computer.”

Ima of 2 girls, “This IS definitely a wall calendar. With all the negative reviews regarding about
the size, I felt a need to post a review. This is definitely wall size, I'm not sure which calendar
these other people bought, but this is the correct size in the description.”

mary Arfstrom, “have not recieved it yet. I can't really say to much about it yet because I have not
recieved the calendar yet, but I just know that I will really enjoy using it all year long. Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year.”

Hogwartsseeker, “Just what I wanted. I have the Harry Potter calendar every year, so my
expectations for good design and pictures were high. It did not disappoint. The pictures are all
high quality and cover every aspect of the films, from deatheaters and slytherins to gryffindors



and dobby. There is more than enough room in the day boxes to write in any appointments or
events and the overall design and layout of the pages is great. Will defiantly be buying again next
year.”

A. J. Brine, “Small HP calendar. We love anything Harry Potter and while only roughly 8x7 inches
its a good buy and very collectable.A fan must.”

K8 x, “Harry Potter Calendar. A must for the diehard Harry Potter fan. Great selection of pictures
from films. Size quite small good for noticeboard.”

HypoVereinsbank München, “Kalender. Sehr schnelle Lieferung, Ganz super tolle Ware. Bin
begeistert.Jederzeit sehr gerne wieder. Ware genau wie ich sie mir vorgestellt habe.Gefällt mir
sehr gut.Danke sehr.”

The book by Lee Klancher has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 31 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Hardcover: 265 pages
Item Weight: 7 ounces
Dimensions: 11 x 0.16 x 12 inches
Paperback: 288 pages
Calendar: 24 pages
Novelty Book: 4 pages
Reading age: 3 years and up
Grade level: Preschool and up
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